Thermodynamics of hydrogen adsorption in slit-like carbon nanopores at 77 K. Classical versus path-integral Monte Carlo simulations.
Hydrogen in slit-like carbon nanopores at 77 K represents a quantum fluid in strong confinement. We have used path-integral grand canonical Monte Carlo and classical grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations for the investigation of the "quantumness" of hydrogen at 77 K adsorbed in slit-like carbon nanopores up to 1 MPa. We find that classical simulations overpredict the hydrogen uptake in carbon nanopores due to neglect of the quantum delocalization. Such disagreement of both simulation methods depends on the slit-like carbon pore size. However, the differences between the final uptakes of hydrogen computed from both classical and quantum simulations are not large due to a similar effective size of quantum/classical hydrogen molecules in carbon nanospaces. For both types of molecular simulations, the volumetric density of stored energy in optimal carbon nanopores exceeds 6.4 MJ dm(-3) (i.e., 45 kg m(-3); Department of Energy target for 2010). In contrast to the hydrogen adsorption isotherms, we found a large reduction of isosteric enthalpy of adsorption computed from the quantum Feynman's path-integral simulations in comparison to the classical values at 77 K and pressures up to 1 MPa. Depression of the quantum isosteric enthalpy of adsorption depends on the slit-like carbon pore size. For the narrow pores (pore width H in [0.59-0.7] nm), the reduction of the quantum isosteric enthalpy of adsorption at zero coverage is around 50% in comparison to the classical one. We observed new phenomena called, by us, the quantum confinement-inducing polymer shrinking. In carbon nanospaces, the quantum cyclic polymers shrink, in comparison to its bulk-phase counterpart, due to a strong confinement effect. At considered storage conditions, this complex phenomenon depends on the size of the slit-like carbon nanopore and the density of hydrogen volumetric energy. For the smallest nanopores and a low density of hydrogen volumetric energy, the reduction of the polymer effective size is the highest, whereas an increase of the pore size and the density of hydrogen volumetric energy causes the polymer swelling up to a value slightly below the one computed from the bulk phase. Quantum confinement-inducing polymer shrinking is of great importance for realizing the potential of quantum molecular sieves.